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As many of you may recall, Hugh A. Tilson retired as Editor-in-Chief 
of EHP in August 2014. Historically, the Editor-in-Chief of EHP 
had two major functions: providing scientific and strategic vision, 
and managing day-to-day office operations. This dual role derived 
from EHP ’s unique position as a government publication staffed by 
federal personnel, in which the head of the journal was also the head 
of an administrative branch. But the dual role is outdated and has 
not allowed the journal to grow in a way that best serves the field of 
environ mental health sciences. 

Managing operations to ensure manuscripts are processed and 
published in a timely fashion is a full-time job all by itself. Therefore, 
EHP has developed a new position to manage many of the opera-
tional duties once handled by the Editor-in-Chief. We are pleased 
to announce that Shaun Halloran has been hired as EHP ’s inaugural 
Operations Manager. Mr. Halloran was formerly Manager of Journals 
Production and Senior Manager of Production for the American 
Society of Civil Engineers, where he was responsible for more than 
35 journals. As Operations Manager, Mr. Halloran serves as deputy 
to the Editor-in-Chief, overseeing manuscript production to ensure 
efficient and timely publication of the journal. EHP staff are excited 
about working with Shaun and bringing his experience to bear on 
journal operations.  

Now that the Operations Manager position has been filled, EHP 
is seeking a new Editor-in-Chief. The job responsibilities for this 
position have been updated: the Editor-in-Chief will still function as 
the chief executive for the journal, but he or she will focus primarily 
on bringing a strategic vision to and managing all scientific aspects 
of the journal to ensure that EHP continues to publish articles of the 
highest quality.  

The new Editor-in-Chief will need to be an internationally 
recognized leader in the environmental health sciences community 
and should have substantial experience in reviewing manuscripts 
and serving on editorial boards. The position will be posted on the 
USAJOBS website 30 March–17 April 2015 and will be filled within 
the next few months. 

We are confident that filling these positions at EHP will help 
reduce our current backlog of manuscripts. We have made other 

recent changes that will 
help even more. Specifically, 
we have revised our process 
for final review of manu-
scripts, which will decrease 
the time from provisional 
acceptance to publ ica-
tion. Additionally, we have 

obtained a limited accessibility accommodation that will facilitate 
meeting our requirement, under Section 508 of the Rehabilitation 
Act, to ensure that all our electronic content is accessible to people 
with disabilities. As a federally funded publication, EHP is fully 
committed to 508 accessibility, yet producing an accessible docu-
ment from an author’s manuscript can be surprisingly difficult and 
time-consuming, depending on the complexity of the paper. The 
result has been a significant strain on EHP ’s resources. With the new 
accommodation, EHP staff have developed an efficient strategy for 
providing accessible documents to readers who need them. We expect 
this to expedite publication.

We understand the frustration some authors have experienced 
with the delay in publication of their papers. We believe the steps 
we have taken will help alleviate this frustration. By hiring an 
Operations Manager, we expect to improve the efficiency of our pro-
duction processes. We expect additional improvement with our new 
streamlined policies for final review of papers and meeting readers’ 
accessibility needs. 

The editors and staff at EHP want to thank everyone, especially 
our authors and Associate Editors, for their ongoing support for the 
journal. As we continue making strides in addressing problematic 
issues, we look forward to your continued support.

The authors declare they have no actual or potential competing 
financial interests. 
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In the original version of this editorial Shaun Halloran’s previous employer was incorrectly stated as the American Society of Chemical 
Engineers. Mr. Halloran was employed by the American Society of Civil Engineers before coming to EHP. 
EHP regrets the error. 
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